AT L A S

AFTERNOON

TEA

~ S AV O U R Y ~

~ SWEET ~

5J iberico jamon on toast
ATLAS croque monsieur
crab croquette, sauce gribiche
mock truffle raviolo, gorgonzola cheese
cured salmon, glutinous rice cracker
savory éclair, grain mustard mornay, a4 j-wagyu
spicy marie rose espuma, yabbies cocktail

madeleines, canelé, ATLAS french style scones
hazelnut cremeaux, feuillatine
mango merveilleux
salted caramel bon bon
lime on a cone
gin and tonic
cheesecake, lemon curd
apple tree

ATLAS Afternoon Tea
includes your choice of tea from
ATLAS Selection
Prestige Selection

52
56

supplement with a glass of
Louis Roederer “Brut Premier”
Louis Roederer Rosé
Krug “Grande Cuvée”

NV
08
NV

18
38
58

~ ATLAS SELECTION ~

~ PRESTIGE SELECTION ~

The ATLAS Art Deco Blend
blended just for us, this is a fine black tea incorporating dry
gin botanicals, with added elderflower and yuzu.

Huoshan Yellow Bud
this rare chinese yellow tea comes with a mellow yet
fresh aroma and a vegetal aftertaste

Royal English Breakfast
a vibrant blend of kenyan milima, kenilworth from sri lanka
and assam dejoo from india

Arakai Estate Premium Green
an australian spring flush green tea
that produces lingering sweetness

Regal Earl Grey
premium mild tea blended with organic vanilla & bergamot
for a smooth and creamy taste

Jasmine Pearls
one of the finest chinese jasmine teas,
with 20 times the scent of normal jasmine teas

Milk Oolong
a buttery and mineral forward tea from taiwan
with a hint of spice

Formosa Oriental Beauty
the champagne of oolongs from taiwan
with a rich honey character

Royal Majesty
an assortment of sweet flowers and sri lankan black teas
floral, refreshing, unique

Himalayan Shangri-La Gold
an intricate black tea from nepal
with rich amber honey and malt notes

Gentleman Black
a bold blend of nepalese black teas
with earthy and floral notes combined

Sicilian Blood Orange Pu Erh Tea
this is a vintage, fermented black tea pu-erh
cured with orange peel

Organic Mint
a refreshing blend of sweet menthol
spearmint and peppermint

Berry Rooibos
an invigorating vanilla sensation mixed with rooibos and
elderberry

Tropical Straits
a sunny blend of tropical fruits tisanes and oolong tea
papaya, pineapple & more

Doke Diamond
an indian black tea with a strong sense of honey

Aromatherapy in a Cup
a copper-y infusion of flowers & mint with sweet lemon balm

Carmelia Bud
chinese white tea with soft tones of apricot with a fresh finish
Emperor’s Genmaicha
appetizing green tea with toasty cracked rice & green flowers

prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes

